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A B S T R A C T   

A new model for the reliability prediction was developed and validated in previous investigations in order to 
enable the determination of the failure in time (FIT) of electrical connectors from highly accelerated life tests 
(HALT). The established testing method considers the influence of temperature, thermal cycling and vibration on 
the failure rates of electrical connectors. Various stress levels, i.e. the combinations of different test parameters, 
were derived from the ZVEI Technical Guideline TLF 0214 for low voltage automotive connectors. The applied 
vibrational load was initially defined as a sinusoidal test mode. The aim of this study is to investigate the in-
fluence of the vibration test mode on the failure rates. Two commonly used automotive connectors are chosen 
and subjected to stresses in HALT under two different types of vibrational load. The sinusoidal test mode along 
with the random vibration test mode are taken into account. The influence of the vibration test modes is sub-
sequently determined by comparing the numbers of failures. Additionally, the principles of determining the 
coefficient of vibration are discussed and the specific coefficients for the chosen connectors are calculated based 
on the test results. A guideline, derived from this investigation, to select an appropriate vibration mode and 
vibration level is provided in order to compare the reliability of different electrical connectors.   

1. Introduction 

Reliable and real time capable interconnections are still established 
by applying electrical connectors. Therefore, the reliability of these 
connectors is of great interest. Considering the relation between 
installed connectors and the devices of a system, the reliability of the 
connectors is increasingly becoming a significant part of the complete 
system reliability [1]. 

As a consequence, the reliability prediction for electrical connectors 
is of great importance. The most common way to determine the reli-
ability of an electronic component is the failure in time (FIT). The FIT is 
defined as the number of failures in 109 h of operation [2–4]. In general, 
the FIT is determined by experimental tests. Since life testing is quite 
time-consuming and cost intensive, a new model for reliability predic-
tion has recently been published to assess failure rates from highly 
accelerated life tests (HALT) [5]. 

Although prediction models for the calculation of FIT are available, a 
credible prediction of the reliability is still challenging, since inappro-
priate testing parameters in HALT can lead to a misinterpretation of the 
reliability of the electrical connectors. For instance, with regard to the 

vibration test, different test standards are available, defining various 
vibration modes, such as swept sine vibration and random vibration. The 
equivalency among the test standards has not been sufficiently studied, 
which makes the comparison of the reliability of electrical connectors 
tested under different standards very difficult. 

In this paper, the failure rates in test duration of electrical connectors 
obtained in HALT with swept sine vibration and random vibration are 
compared. Moreover, the coefficient of vibration is calculated for 
different specimens and vibration modes. As a result, a guideline to 
select an appropriate vibration test mode and vibration level is provided 
in order to compare the reliability of various electrical connectors. 

2. Reliability prediction 

An acceleration factor is required in order to interpolate failure rates 
obtained from HALT to field conditions. This factor establishes the 
correlation between the characteristic lifetime in an accelerated labo-
ratory test with the lifetime expected in field. Statistical distributions are 
used to consider the random failures and provide a better determination 
of the characteristic lifetime of the connectors in HALT. Furthermore, 
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the FIT of the electrical connectors under field conditions is calculated 
with the acceleration factor [5–8]. 

One of the most frequently used distributions for calculating FIT of 
electronic components is the Chi-square distribution, since the Chi- 
square distribution is especially suitable for HALT in which only few 
failures are detected. The FIT according to Chi-square is given in Eq. (1) 
[9]. 

λХ2 ≤
Х2(β, df )

2 • Q • tHALT
(1)  

where λХ2 is the FIT according to the Chi-square distribution, Х2 (β, df) is 
a value according to the Chi-square table, β is the confidence level, df is 
the degree of freedom, Q is the number of specimens and tHALT is the 
total duration of the HALT. The degree of freedom df is calculated with 
Eq. (2) [9]. 

df = 2n+ 2 (2)  

where n is the number of failures during the test. 
Besides the FIT, a failure rate, which describes the failure rate in a 

test in percentage, is also used in this paper. This failure rate is defined as 
the number of failed contacts divided by the total number of contacts in 
test. 

2.1. Acceleration factor 

In contrast to older models and standards, the newly developed 
model takes temperature, thermal cycling and vibration into account. 
Borrowing the notation, the equation for the acceleration factor is sub-
sequently called the VTC (vibration and thermal cycling) equation. In 
Eq. (3) the VTC equation is shown. The first part of the equation rep-
resents the Norris-Landzberg equation, whereas the second part for the 
vibration is based on the Inverse Power Law Relationship [5]. The vi-
bration term correlates the vibration in test to the vibration occurring in 
field use [10,11]. 

AFVTC =
tField

tTest
=

(
ΔTT

ΔTF

)p(fF

fT

)q

e

[
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kB

(

1
Tu,F

− 1
Tu,T

)]
(

VT

VF

)r

(3)  

where AFVTC is the acceleration factor in VTC, tField is the lifetime under 
operation conditions, tTest is the lifetime in HALT, ΔTT is the temperature 
difference in HALT, ΔTF is the temperature difference in operation, p is 
the coefficient of temperature difference, fF is the frequency of thermal 
cycling under operation conditions, fT is the frequency of thermal 
cycling in HALT, q is the coefficient of thermal cycling, Ea is the acti-
vation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tu,F is the upper tempera-
ture in operation, Tu,T is the upper temperature in HALT, VT is the 
vibrational load in HALT, VF is the vibrational load in operation and r is 
the coefficient of vibration. The vibrational loads are defined by the root 
mean squares of the acceleration (RMSA) or power spectral density 
(PSD) profiles [12]. One scope of this study is the validity of RMSA for 
vibrational load. 

2.2. Vibration test modes 

In general, there are two different main types of vibration test modes, 
the sinusoidal and the random vibration mode [13]. Basic sinusoidal 
vibration is a periodical form of movement at a constant frequency 
[13,14]. However, vibrational loads in facilities or cars are character-
ized by various types of movement occurring over a frequency band-
width. Therefore, another type of sinusoidal vibration is more suitable. 
This is the swept sine which has a varying frequency according to a 
defined profile [13,15]. The function for a swept sine is characterized in 
Eq. (4) [13]. An example of a swept sine is schematically provided in 
Fig. 1. Subsequently this form of sinusoidal vibration is set to be the 
sinusoidal test mode. 

l(t) = lmsin[E(t) +φ ] (4)  

where l(t) is the generalized excitation (displacement), t is the time, lm is 
the amplitude of l(t), E(t) is the time function characteristic of the sweep 
mode and φ is the phase. 

The acceleration for a swept sine is calculated by differentiating Eq. 
(4) twice. Furthermore, the RMSA is determined by integrating over the 
whole profile, which is shown in Eq. (5) [13,16]. 

l̈RMS =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
ts
•

∫ ts

0
l̈
2
(t) dt

√

(5)  

where ̈lRMS is the RMSA, ts is the time needed for one sweep (up or down) 
and l̈(t) is the acceleration. 

While sinusoidal vibration always recurs periodically, random vi-
bration in reality is completely stochastic. This means that all fre-
quencies occur simultaneously. Therefore, the PSD instead of the 
acceleration amplitude is used to describe the profile of a random vi-
bration. The PSD is defined as the squared amplitude of acceleration 
divided by the bandwidth [17,18]. To express the severity of a random 
vibration the root mean square acceleration (GRMS) value is often used. 
The correlation between the GRMS, the PSD and the frequency is stated in 
Eq. (6) [19]. An example of a random vibration profile is presented in 
Fig. 2. 

GRMS =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∫ f2

f1
PSD(f )df

√

(6)  

where GRMS is the RMSA and PSD(f) is the PSD depending on the 
frequency. 

Nowadays most vibration tests are conducted using a random vi-
bration force, since random vibration can better reflect field conditions 
[13,21–23]. Sinusoidal vibrations tests were initially designed to verify 
the resilience of electrical and electronic components against huge 
stresses [13,22]. 

Nonetheless, sinusoidal tests are also used to simplify random 
vibrational loads. The maximum excitation force may be chosen to be 
slightly higher than the GRMS of a random vibration profile. Addition-
ally, a sinusoidal test is easier to apply or evaluate than a random 

Fig. 1. Schematic example of a swept sine wave according to [13].  

Fig. 2. Example of a random vibration profile [20].  
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vibration force test due to the precise determination of the vibration at 
any time in the test [23]. 

Yet earlier studies have shown that swept sinusoidal vibration tests 
are only partially suitable for the simulation of random vibrations and 
cannot reproduce failures analogous to a random vibration. The main 
reason being that in a random vibration profile resonant frequencies of 
the specimens may occur at any time and even different resonances may 
amplify each other. In contrast, the sinusoidal sweep runs through the 
resonant frequencies with a defined speed which may be less strong and 
no amplification of different resonances will occur [13,21,23]. 

Since no general definition of the equivalence of both vibration test 
modes is available, the tests are conducted to show the effects of the 
vibration test modes on the failure rates. 

2.3. Coefficient of vibration 

Even though most parameters of Eq. (3) are already known or 
defined before conducting the accelerated life tests, there are still three 
parameters that have to be determined afterwards, at least for new 
connectors. These are the coefficient of temperature difference, the co-
efficient of thermal cycling and the coefficient of vibration, as these are 
component specific. Since this study focuses on the vibration tests, the 
values for the coefficient of temperature difference and the coefficient of 
thermal cycling are taken from [5,9]. However, in this case it is neces-
sary to determine the coefficient of vibration for the chosen connectors. 

For this purpose, it is assumed that two different HALT, with only the 
severities of vibration varying, possess an equal FIT. Consequently, Eq. 
(3) can be reduced to the term for the vibration and can be inserted into 
Eq. (1). The coefficient of vibration is then determined by solving to r 
which yields Eq. (7). 

r =
ln
(
Х2

2(β,df2)•tHALT,1

Х2
1(β,df1)•tHALT,2

)

ln
(

VTest,2
VTest,1

) (7)  

3. Experiment 

Alongside the acceleration factor the new model also includes a 
pattern for performing tests which is used in this study. The procedure 
demands an initial visual inspection. Afterwards, the contacts are mated 
and mounted on the test-setup. Before testing, the initial contact resis-
tance of each contact is measured. The test pattern prescribes starting 
with the vibration test (V) and subsequently performing the thermal 
cycling test (TC). Both tests yield one phase (VTC). VTC is then repeated 
until the failure criteria are reached. After testing, the connectors are 
visually inspected and, if necessary, an analysis of the state of the con-
tacts is conducted. 

The failure analysis of connectors in long-term used cars reveals both 
thermal load and vibration as relevant causes of failures [24]. A 
balanced load of thermal cycling and vibration is therefore one of the 
aims in the design of the tests. Therefore, the test procedure separates 
the thermal cycling test from the vibration test. The reason for this is that 
simultaneous thermal cycling and vibration may lead to a one-sided 
cause of failure, most likely by the vibrational load. When regarding 
the same test duration, the severity of the vibration test is much higher 
compared to the severity of the thermal cycling test. This has already 
been observed in [5]. Since thermal load is quasi omnipresent and 
vibrational load only occurs while the vehicle is moving, prolongation of 
the thermal cycling is closer to reality. For simultaneous testing this 
would mean that the vibrational load would be predominant. In order to 
achieve quasi equivalent loads between vibration and thermal cycling 
without overstressing the specimens, the severity of the vibrational load 
would have to be lowered significantly. However, this would lead to 
further prolongation of the test. Eventually this would add up to test 
durations of several months or maybe more than a year per test. The 
upper temperature of the thermal cycling tests cannot be increased 

because this would change the degradation mechanisms as the materials 
of connectors possess a maximum operating temperature. 

Accordingly, separating the tests and prolongation of the thermal 
cycling tests is closer to reality. Therefore, the aim is to gain an almost 
equivalent influence of both tests by separating and extending the 
duration of the thermal cycling test in every test phase. Every test phase 
includes a 5.5 h vibration test and a subsequently performed 50 h 
thermal cycling test. 

The test procedure includes up to ten sequentially conducted test 
phases. While the specimens are being tested the contact resistance is 
continuously monitored. The measurement of the electrical contact 
resistance is conducted with the four-terminal sensing method. For this 
purpose, a Keithley 3706A System Switch/Multimeter is used. The dry 
circuit mode is applied with a measuring current of 100 mA. In Fig. 3 the 
Multimeter is displayed and the resistance measurement is schemati-
cally depicted. 

The test specimens are two commonly used automotive connectors. 
Both are wire-to-board connectors. The design of the contacts is sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 4. In Table 1 the configuration details of the 
connectors are listed. Fig. 5 exemplarily shows a test setup of specimen A 
mounted on the electrodynamic shaker. The test setup of specimen B is 
designed analogously. The number of contacts in a test setup is 48 to 54. 

The test parameters for the vibration and thermal cycling tests were 
derived from the ZVEI Technical Guideline TLF 0214 for low voltage 
automotive connectors [20] which considers ISO 16750-3 [25] and DIN 
EN 60068-2-14 [26]. Different stress levels are defined, i.e. the combi-
nations of different test parameters, and used to perform HALT [5]. 

3.1. Vibration tests 

The levels of vibrational load are based on data from ISO 16750-3 
[25]. Respectively, two different levels are used for conducting the vi-
bration tests. For the swept sine the vibration severity curves are illus-
trated in Fig. 6. The sinusoidal test modes are termed S_SG4 and 
S_SG4x1.5. While S_SG4 is a vibration severity defined in [20], 
S_SG4x1.5 has the amplitude values of the acceleration increased by 
50%. The sine sweep tests are conducted following ISO 16750-3 which 
prescribes a logarithmic sweep. According to [20] a sweep rate of 1 oct/ 
min is defined. Since the sine sweep profiles are defined in the frequency 
domain, the profiles need to be converted into the time domain in order 
to use Eq. (5) for calculating the RMSA of the profiles. 

The random test modes are termed R_SG4 and R_SG4x1.225. In Fig. 7 
the respective PSD curves are illustrated. R_SG4 is a vibration severity 
defined in [20] and R_SG4x1.225 has the PSD curve increased by 50%, 
which increases the RMSA by 22.5%. The RMSA values of the four 
profiles are determined according to Section 2.2 and are listed in 
Table 2. 

The duration of each vibration phase is 5.5 h which is a quarter of the 
defined test duration in [25]. The direction of vibration is in z direction, 
as previous tests have shown that this is the critical direction of the 
specimens [5]. The vibration directions are visualised in Fig. 8. 

Wiring Receptacle Pin

…
mV

MuxMux

Fig. 3. Four-terminal sensing method of the contacts.  
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The vibration tests are conducted with a LDS V780 electrodynamic 
shaker, LDS HPAK amplifier and LDS Laser USB vibration controller. 
Fig. 9 depicts the test rig with the shaker on the left side, the associated 
amplifier on the right side and the vibration controller on top of the 
amplifier. 

The vibration controller measures the excitation (acceleration) with 
two Brüel & Kjær type 4534-B-001 CCLD accelerometer sensors. One 
sensor is mounted on the shakers armature and the second sensor is 
located directly on the test setup to characterize the vibration response. 
This ensures that the excitation of the test setup actually corresponds to 

the specified vibration profiles. Prior to starting a test, a resonance 
frequency analysis is carried out within the defined frequency band. This 
is also required for the vibration test setup in [20]. For both specimens 
the resonant frequencies are beyond the frequency bands of the sine 
sweep tests. 

Specimen A

Specimen B

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the contacts.  

Table 1 
Configuration of the specimens.   

Specimen A Specimen B 

Tab Size (mm) 0.63 0.40 
Plating (− ) Tin Silver 
Base Material (− ) Copper alloy Copper alloy  

Fig. 5. Test setup of specimen A mounted on the shaker.  

Fig. 6. Vibration severity curves of the sinusoidal vibration tests.  

Fig. 7. PSD curves of the random vibration tests.  

Table 2 
Calculated RMSA values of the vibration profiles.  

Vibration test RMSA (g) 

S_SG4  11.3 
S_SG4x1.5  16.9 
R_SG4  18.4 
R_SG4x1.225  22.5  

Fig. 8. Vibration directions according to [20].  

Fig. 9. Vibration test rig.  
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3.2. Thermal cycling tests 

The thermal cycling tests are conducted analogous to EN 60068-2-14 
[26]. The temperature profile for thermal cycling is also selected ac-
cording to [5]. A temperature cycle of 10 h is given with a 2 h ramp time 
between the minimum and maximum temperature and a dwell time of 3 
h at each extreme. The lower temperature extreme is set at − 40 ◦C while 
the maximum is defined by the temperature limit of the connector, 
depending on the contact type, wiring and housing. 20 cycles are pre-
scribed which leads to a total test duration of 200 h. 

Similar to the vibration tests in this paper a quarter of this time is 
used for each phase of the thermal cycling tests resulting respectively in 
a 50 h temperature load. The temperature curve for one phase of thermal 
cycling is illustrated in Fig. 10. 

The thermal cycling tests are conducted with a climate test chamber 
of the type ClimeEvent of vötschtechnik. Fig. 11 depicts the thermal 
cycling test rig. 

3.3. Failure criterion 

As previously mentioned, the acceleration factor is used to interpo-
late the test results to field conditions. For this purpose, the character-
istic lifetime of the specimens in test is required. Statistical distributions 
are used to obtain this lifetime under test conditions. In order to identify 
failed specimens a failure criterion needs to be defined [5]. 

The failure criterion used in this paper is defined as ten times of the 
initial resistance R0. The initial resistance is measured separately for 
each contact before the specimens undergo the tests. 

4. Results and discussion 

Firstly, the results of the four performed tests for both connectors are 
discussed to determine the influence of the vibration test mode. After-
wards the coefficient of vibration is determined for each connector 
separately, since this is a component specific parameter. 

4.1. Failure rates in test 

For specimen A the tests of S_SG4 and R_SG4 are performed with six 
phases. By contrast, for S_SG4x1.5 and R_SG4x1.225 three phases are 
conducted. This is due to the rapidly increasing failure rates. The 
numbers of failures over the test duration are presented in Fig. 12. 
Additionally, the failures of specimen A as well as the arbitrary failure 
rates for each phase and test type are listed in Table 3. 

In D1_V, D1_TC etc. the number represents the phase and V or TC 
stands for vibration and thermal cycling, respectively. 

While comparing S_SG4 to R_SG4 and S_SG4x1.5 to R_SG4x1.225 the 
random vibration test mode shows a significantly higher number of 
failures than the sinusoidal test mode in both cases. However, 
comparing S_SG4x1.5 to R_SG4 shows a higher failure rate for 
S_SG4x1.5, although the RMSA of the sine sweep (16.9 g) is lower than 
the RMSA of the random vibration (18.4 g). Due to the nature of the 
sinusoidal vibration and random vibration, the electronic systems 

respond differently in these two vibration modes [21]. 
In Fig. 13 an exemplary Weibull plot for the test R_SG4 of specimen A 

is visualised. 
The occurring failure modes of specimen A are fretting corrosion and 

relaxation. In Fig. 14 the fretting corrosion of the tin plating is exem-
plarily visualised. The tab on the left side clearly displays the presence of 
oxide particles in the contact area. For the receptacle on the right side a 
wear off of the tin plating down to the base material is additionally 
observable. 

In Fig. 15 the relaxation of the receptacles is exemplarily displayed. 
The figure shows the contact gap size after the test on the left size 
compared to the gap size of the original condition prior to the test on the 
right side. Overall this represents the general tendency of all tested 
contacts. Plastic deformation reduces the spring deflection, which re-
sults in a decrease of contact force. 

In Fig. 16 the numbers of failures for specimen B are contrasted. The 
test of R_SG4x1.225 is conducted with six phases while the other three 
tests are prolonged to ten phases. Since specimen B has a silver plating, it 
exhibits a considerably higher lifetime than specimen A. The failures per 
phase and test type as well as the arbitrary failures rates over the test 
duration are listed in Table 4. 

Fig. 17 displays an exemplary Weibull plot for the test R_SG4x1.225 
of specimen B. Fig. 10. Temperature profile of thermal cycling.  

Fig. 11. Thermal cycling test rig.  
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Fig. 12. Failure rate over the test duration for specimen A.  
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The observed failure modes of specimen B are fretting wear as well as 
relaxation. Fig. 18 depicts an exemplary but representative pair of 
contact areas which exhibit fretting wear. The tab on the left side dis-
plays large dark areas that indicate a wear through of the silver plating 
and a subsequent oxidation of the base material. For the receptacle on 
the right side the wear area is relatively small. Nevertheless, the contact 

area also exhibits a wear through in combination with the oxidation of 
the base material. 

In Fig. 19 the widening of the receptacle is displayed. Compared to 
the original condition on the right side, the tested specimen on the left 
side exhibits a considerable increase of the contact gap size after the 
tests. The value displayed in this example also represents the general 
tendency. Although the gap size is still lower than the tab width of 
approximately 400 μm, a distinct plastic deformation of the receptacle is 
observable. 

However, for S_SG4 and R_SG4 the failures are too few to conduct a 
credible evaluation. Only with a sufficiently high RMSA level 
(S_SG4x1,5 and R_SG4x1.225), which leads to both a larger relative 

Table 3 
Number of failures and arbitrary failure rate for each phase and test type for specimen A. 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
Total

V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC

Number of 

failures

S_SG4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

S_SGx1.5 0 0 14 0 8 1 23

R_SG4 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 0 4 2 1 1 15

R_SG4x1.225 0 0 33 2 6 3 44

Arbitrary 

failure rate

S_SG4 0 0 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

S_SGx1.5 0 0 25.9 25.9 40.7 42.6 42.6

R_SG4 0 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.6 5.6 13.0 13.0 22.2 24.1 25.9 27.8 27.8

R_SG4x1.225 0 0 61.1 64.8 75.9 81.5 81.5

Test terminated after three VTC cycles
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Fig. 13. Weibull plot of R_SG4 for specimen A.  

Fig. 14. Failure mode of specimen A: Fretting corrosion.  

Fig. 15. Failure mode of specimen A: Relaxation.  
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Fig. 16. Failure rate over the test duration for specimen B.  
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micro-motion between the contact partners and a higher force on the 
contact springs, is there a sufficient number of failures observed in test. 
Consequently, the micro-motions cause more severe wear on the plating 
and the higher force enlarges the contact gap size of the receptacles 
which reduces the contact force of the electrical contacts. These factors 

lead to an adequate failure rate which is required for a reliable deter-
mination of the FIT. 

Since fretting corrosion only occurs after wear through of the silver 
plating, when the base material is exposed to the surrounding atmo-
sphere, the influence of the prescribed frequency range is not as large as 
for a tin plating (specimen A). Tin has a lower friction coefficient. 
Accordingly, the identical vibrational load leads to a higher amplitude of 
motion, since the fretting corrosion of a tin plating is induced shortly 
after the first occurrence of micro-motions. As a consequence, the test 
duration for the silver plated specimens is longer and the failure rates 
are lower. 

Regarding the validity of RMSA as the severity of the vibrational 
load, for the tests according to [20], the failure rates for the sinusoidal 
test are lower than for the random test (RMSA differs greatly) and 
moreover too low for a credible evaluation. This applies similarly for 
both specimens. As a consequence, for this case the random test mode 
and sinusoidal test mode are not equivalent. Additionally, the profiles 
with an increased RMSA also demonstrate a higher severity of the 
random test mode (RMSA differs analogue). On the other hand, when 
comparing the increased profile of the sine sweep with the random 
profile of [20] (RMSA almost equal), where the RMSA of the random 
profile is only slightly higher, the failure rates of both connectors are 
significantly higher for the sine sweep. From this it can be concluded 
that the mathematical approach of RMSA equivalence between the vi-
bration test modes is not sufficient. 

Considering the failure modes, both specimens display failure modes 
that correlate with other conducted HALT as well as with field data that 
was collected from the analysis of long-term use vehicles [24,27]. For 
the tin plated specimens, the fretting corrosion leads to an oxide layer on 
the contact surface. Relaxation lowers the contact force. Once the con-
tact force is too low, the oxide layer is no longer perforated, which leads 
to an increase of the contact resistance and eventually the electrical 

Table 4 
Number of failures and arbitrary failure rate for each phase and test type for specimen B. 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10
Total

V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC V TC

Number of 

failures

S_SG4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

S_SGx1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 7

R_SG4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3

R_SG4x1.225 0 2 3 0 5 0 3 1 1 1 0 3 19

Arbitrary 

failure rate

S_SG4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 2.1

S_SGx1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 12.5 12.5 14.6 14.6 14.6

R_SG4 0 0 0 0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 6.3 6.3 6.3

R_SG4x1.225 0 4.2 10.4 10.4 20.8 20.8 27.1 29.2 31.3 33.3 33.3 39.6 39.6

Test terminated after six VTC cycles

1.0
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5.0

50.0

99.0

)
%(

etar
er

ulia
F

63.2

log t

Fig. 17. Weibull plot of R_SG4x1.225 of specimen B.  

Fig. 18. Failure mode of specimen B: Fretting wear.  

Fig. 19. Failure mode of specimen B: Relaxation.  
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failure of the contact. A similar phenomenon occurs for the silver plating 
once the silver plating is worn through and the base material is oxidised. 
While fretting corrosion and wear through of the plating are primarily 
induced by vibrational loads, relaxation is mainly caused by thermal 
cycling. Therefore, for both specimens the failure modes are always 
influenced by both vibrational and thermal loads. Nevertheless, the 
contribution of the two kinds of loads varies from case to case. 

Furthermore, the distribution of failed samples in the vibration and 
thermal cycling phases is analysed. Since vibration and thermal load are 
among the main causes for failures of connectors [27], the laboratory 
tests should reflect these facts appropriately. The distribution of the 
failed samples in the vibration phase strongly depends on the vibration 
mode, the vibration level and the electrical connectors themselves. For 
specimen A, under the sine sweep vibration the failures are either too 
few or concentrated in two phases, which makes a highly credible 
determination of the characteristic lifetime in HALT complicated. 
However, for specimen An under the random vibration test R_SG4, the 
failures are distributed uniformly in various vibration phases. Conse-
quently, a more credible FIT can be calculated and the stress level for the 
vibration test in HALT is suitable to screen the possible weakness in the 
design of electrical connectors. Under the random vibration test 
R_SG4x1.225, the failures of specimen A are concentrated in two vi-
bration phases. The reasons for these facts could be overstressing of 
vibrational load or low resistance of the connectors to vibration. The 
comparison of different connector types could provide the answer. 

For specimen B, generally the FIT is lower than that of specimen A. 
Under the sine sweep test S_SG4 and the random vibration test R_SG4, 
only very few failures can be detected. As a result, the test parameters 
are not appropriately chosen for a reliable determination of the FIT. On 
the contrary, under the sine sweep test S_SG4x1.5 and the random vi-
bration test R_SG4x1.225, the failures of specimen B are distributed 
considerably uniformly over the test duration, which leads to a credible 
determination of the FIT. 

As a consequence, the selection of the vibration mode and the vi-
bration level for a reliable calculation of the FIT is dependent on the 
electrical connectors. For the connectors used in this study, the random 
vibration test is generally more suitable to obtain a uniform distribution 
of the failure rate over the test duration, which results in a more credible 
determination of the FIT. 

Since the vibration test modes are not equivalent, the calculated FIT 
should be identified with the vibration mode. In order to compare the 
reliability of different electrical connectors, the test mode should be 
defined and maintained identical for all connectors. The effect of the test 
modes can also be clearly observed in the calculated FIT based on the 
results from the accelerated life tests. The calculated FIT, based on the 
conducted tests of S_SG4x1.5 and R_SG4 are listed in Table 5. The RMSA 
of S_SG4x1.5 is slightly lower than that of R_SG4, as shown in Table 2. 
However, the higher failure rate in the lifetime tests leads to a higher 
calculated FIT. This also underlines the inequality between both test 
modes. 

4.2. Calculated coefficients of vibration 

Since the failure rates do not display an equivalence between the 
vibration test modes, the calculation of the coefficients of vibration r are 
conducted separately for each test mode. The determined coefficients 
are listed in Table 6. The coefficients are calculated based on the 
assumption that for the same specimen two vibration tests with different 
vibration levels lead to the same calculated FIT. Hence the coefficients 

for the sinusoidal test mode are based on the failure rates of S_SG4 and 
S_SG4x1.5 and the coefficients of the random test mode are based on 
R_SG4 and R_SG4x1.225. 

While the calculated values for specimen A are relatively similar, the 
coefficients for specimen B differ widely. Reasons for the large deviation 
of the coefficients of specimen B are that for S_SG4 and R_SG4 insuffi-
cient failure rates are obtained. This leads to a less credible determi-
nation of the FIT and furthermore less reliable coefficients of vibration. 
However, for both specimens the random vibration demonstrates a more 
uniform distribution of failures in the test duration and thus the calcu-
lated FIT has a higher credibility. 

A general definition or determination of a single coefficient that is 
suitable for all types of connectors cannot be achieved. The influence of 
the connector design is significant. Some connector designs are specif-
ically focused on providing a very high vibration resistance. In conse-
quence the coefficient of vibration will always be connector specific. 
However, there might be the possibility to reduce the effort of deter-
mining the coefficients for similar connector designs. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study the influence of the sinusoidal and the random vibration 
test mode on the failure rate of electrical connectors has been compared 
using two different connectors and two different severity levels of vi-
bration for each vibration test mode. The influence of the test modes was 
then compared with the aid of the numbers of failures during testing. 
Based on this, three topics were addressed. 

One scope was the validity of the RMSA as the severity of the 
vibrational load. It was determined that the RMSA is only meaningful 
when comparing profiles of the same vibration test mode. A general 
RMSA equivalence between the vibration test modes could not be 
achieved. 

Furthermore, a comparison of the defined vibration profiles from the 
TLF 0214 [20] of the same severity level group was conducted. It was 
concluded that the allocation of the profiles in [20] is not correct if these 
profiles are meant to possess equal severities. For the non-increased 
profiles as well as for the increased profiles, the random test mode 
was revealed to be the more severe one. This could mean that the less 
severe vibration test does not necessarily need to be carried out for the 
approval of new connectors. 

Additionally, the principles for the determination of the coefficient of 
vibration were illustrated. Based on this, the component specific co-
efficients of vibration for both examined connectors have been deter-
mined separately for each vibration test mode. 

Finally, when comparing the reliability between different connectors 
it is of great importance to define a proper vibration mode and identi-
cally retain the vibration mode for all considered connectors to achieve a 
correct interpretation of the test results. The selection of the vibration 
mode and the vibration level is also dependent on the design and feature 
of electrical connectors. For the connectors tested in this paper, the 
random vibration mode is more suitable for a more credible determi-
nation of the FIT, since the failures are uniformly distributed over the 
test duration. Consequently, to begin with the appropriate test mode has 
to be determined for the reliability prediction for new connectors, since 
this is not generally the random test mode. 

In a follow-up study, the influence of thermal cycling test parameters 
on the failure rate of electrical connectors will be investigated. Various 
upper temperatures, various test durations and various thermal cycling 
frequencies will be dealt with. Additionally, the principles of 

Table 5 
Calculated arbitrary FIT.   

Specimen A Specimen B 

S_SGx1.5  52  6.7 
R_SG4  15  3.1  

Table 6 
Calculated coefficients of vibration r.   

Specimen A Specimen B 

r (sine)  6.8  2.7 
r (random)  8.0  9.2  
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determining the coefficient of temperature difference as well as the 
coefficient of thermal cycling will be presented. 
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